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Abstract
Recently, it has been shown that the NS-NS corrections to the type II supergravity
given by Gross and Sloan are invariant under the linear T-duality. In this paper, we
study the invariance of this action under sequence of S-duality and linear T-duality
to find the R-R corrections to the supergravity at order α′3, up to field redefinition.
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1 Introduction
It is known that the type II superstring theory is invariant under T-duality [1, 2, 3, 4] and
S-duality [5, 7, 6, 8, 9, 10]. The T-duality relates type IIA superstring theory compactified
on a circle with radius ρ to type IIB superstring theory compactified on another circle
with radius α′/ρ. It relates type IIA at weak (strong) coupling to type IIB at weak (strong)
coupling. At low energy, this duality relates type IIA supergravity to type IIB supergravity.
The S-duality, on the other hand, is a symmetry of type IIB superstring theory. It relates
the type IIB theory at weak (strong) coupling to the type IIB at strong (weak) coupling. At
low energy, this is the symmetry of type IIB supergravity. The higher derivative corrections
to these supergravities should have the same properties. That is, the higher derivatives of
type IIA supergravity should be related to the higher derivatives of type IIB supergravity
under T-duality, and the higher derivatives of type IIB supergravity should be invariant
under the S-duality.
The higher derivatives corrections to the supergravities start at order α′3 [11]. For
gravity, they involve couplings with structure R4 where R refers to the Riemann, the Ricci
or the scalar curvatures. For B-field, they involve couplings with structure (∂H)4, (∂H)2H4
or H8. Similarly for dilaton and for mixed couplings. These higher derivative couplings
appear in the contact terms of the corresponding string theory S-matrix elements at order
α′3. For example, the couplings with structure H8 appear in the contact terms of the S-
matrix element of eight Kalb-Ramond vertex operators. The evaluation of this eight-point
function and the extraction of its contact terms, however, are extremely difficult tasks. So
one has to take advantage of the symmetries/dualities of the effective field theory to find
such higher derivative couplings. Supersymmetry is able to determine all α′3-couplings up
to field redefinitions [12, 13, 14, 15]. It can also fix the moduli-dependence of the type IIB
theory [15]. In this paper, we are going to demonstrate that the T-duality and S-duality
are also able to find all α′3-couplings and fix the moduli-dependence of the type IIB theory.
The Riemann curvature couplings at order α′3 have been found in [11] by analyzing the
sphere-level four-graviton scattering amplitude in type II superstring theory. The result in
the eight-dimensional transverse space of the light-cone formalism, is a polynomial in the
Riemann curvature tensors
L ∼ ti1···i8tj1···j8Ri1i2 j1j2 · · ·Ri7i8 j7j8 + · · · (1)
where t{···} is a tensor in eight dimensions which includes the eight-dimensional Levi-Civita
tensor [11] and dots represent terms containing the Ricci and scalar curvature tensors. They
can not be captured by the four-graviton scattering amplitude as they are zero on-shell.
There are two expressions in the literature for the Lorentz invariant extension of the above
SO(8) invariant Lagrangian. One of them which is consistent with the sigma model beta
function is the following [16, 17]:
L′ = RhmnkRpmnqRhrspRqrsk + 1
2
RhkmnRpq
mnRhrspRqrs
k + · · · (2)
1
where dots represent the specific form of the off-shell Ricci and scalar curvature couplings
which reproduce the sigma model beta function [16, 17]. The sigma-model requires the
Levi-Civita tensors in t8t8 to appear in the action as the four Riemann curvature couplings
ǫ10 · ǫ10RRRR [16, 17]. This term has its first non-zero contribution at five gravitons [18].
It has been shown in [19] that the above Lagrangian is not consistent with the standard
form of the T-duality transformations.
The other Lorentz invariant extension for the SO(8) invariant Lagrangian (1) has been
given in [20]:
L(R) = RhkmnRkrnpRrsqmRshpq + 1
2
RhkmnR
krnpRrspqR
shqm (3)
−1
2
RhkmnR
krmnRrspqR
shpq − 1
4
RhkmnR
krpqRrs
mnRshpq
+
1
16
RhkmnR
khpqRrsmnRsrpq +
1
32
RhkmnR
khmnRrspqR
srpq
It has been shown in [21] that, up to field redefinition, the difference between the above two
Lagrangians is the couplings ǫ10 · ǫ10RRRR. The B-field and dilaton couplings have been
added to the above Lagrangian by extending the Riemann curvature to the generalized
Riemann curvature [20]. The resulting Lagrangian is then invariant under standard linear
T-duality transformations [22]. The above sphere-level gravity couplings can be extended
to the S-duality invariant form by including the loops and nonperturbative corrections [23]
- [39].
The generalized Riemann curvature does not include the Ramond-Ramond (R-R) fields,
so the above Lagrangian for the generalized Riemann curvature is not consistent with S-
duality even at the sphere-level. In this paper, we are going to finds the couplings for
the R-R fields by requiring the action to be invariant under both S-duality and T-duality.
Consistency of D-brane effective action with T-duality and S-duality has been used in
[40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47] and [48, 49, 50] to find new couplings in the D-brane effective
actions.
The outline of the paper is as follows: We begin in section 2 by reviewing the linear
T-duality transformations. In section 3, we review the S-duality transformations. In section
4, we find the couplings of two Riemann curvatures and two R-R three-form field strengths
by requiring the couplings with structure HHRR in (3) to be extended to the SL(2, R)
invariant form. Then by applying T-duality on them we find couplings with structure
F (n)F (n)RR for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . In section 5, we first find the couplings between two R-R
three-form field strengths and two B-field strengths by requiring their consistency with the
couplings found in section 4. In the course of this study we have used on-shell relations.
Then by applying T-duality on them we find the couplings with structure F (n)F (n)HH . In
section 6, we find couplings with structure F (n)F (n+2)HR. In section 7, we apply T-duality
on the couplings found in section 6 to find the couplings with structure F (n)F (n+4)RR. We
find that these couplings are zero, as expected. In section 8, we apply T-duality on the
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couplings found in section 6 to find the couplings with structure F (n)F (n+4)HH . In all
sections, we make the couplings in the type IIB theory to be invariant under the S-duality.
This permits us to find the couplings of four R-R field strengths, as well. In section 9, we
briefly discuss our results.
2 T-duality
The full set of T-duality transformations for massless R-R and NS-NS fields in type II super-
string theories has been found in [2, 51, 52, 53, 54]. The nonlinear T-duality transformations
of the fields C and B are such that the expression C = eBC has a linear transformation un-
der the T-duality [55]. When the T-duality transformation acts along the Killing coordinate
y, these fields transform as:
e2Φ˜ =
e2Φ
Gyy
; G˜yy =
1
Gyy
G˜µy =
Bµy
Gyy
; G˜µν = Gµν − GµyGνy −BµyBνy
Gyy
B˜µy =
Gµy
Gyy
; B˜µν = Bµν − BµyGνy −GµyBνy
Gyy
(4)
C˜(n)µ···νy = C(n−1)µ···ν ; C˜(n)µ···ν = C(n+1)µ···νy
where µ, ν denote any coordinate directions other than y. In above transformation the
metric is given in the string frame. If y is identified on a circle of radius ρ, i.e., y ∼ y+2πρ,
then after T-duality the radius becomes ρ˜ = α′/ρ. The string coupling g = eφ0 is also
shifted as g˜ = g
√
α′/ρ.
We would like to study the T-duality of the α′3-order couplings of type II superstring
theory which involve four massless fields, so we need the above transformations at the linear
order. Assuming that the massless fields are small perturbations around the background,
i.e.,
Gµν = ηµν + 2κhµν ; Gyy =
ρ2
α′
(1 + 2κhyy) ; Gµy = 2κhµy
B(2) = 2κb(2) ; Φ = φ0 +
√
2κφ ; C˜(n) = 2κc(n) (5)
the transformations (4) take the following linear form for the perturbations:
√
2φ˜ =
√
2φ− hyy, h˜yy = −hyy, h˜µy = bµy/ηyy, b˜µy = hµy/ηyy, h˜µν = hµν , b˜µν = bµν
C˜(n)µ···νy = C
(n−1)
µ···ν , C˜
(n)
µ···ν = C
(n+1)
µ···νy (6)
The effective action at order α′3 includes the Riemann curvature, the derivative of the
B-field strength H = 1
2
dB and the derivative of the R-R field strength F = 1
2
dC . So we
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need the transformation of these fields under the linear T-duality. The transformation of
the linearized Riemann curvature tensor when it carries zero, one and two Killing indices
are, respectively, [19]1
Rabcd ↔ Rabcd
Rabcy → −Haby,c/ηyy ; Haby,c → −Rabcy/ηyy (7)
Rayby → −Rayby/(ηyy)2
where the linearized Riemann curvature and H are
Rabcd = κ(had,bc + hbc,ad − hac,bd − hbd,ac)
Habc = κ(bab,c + bca,b + bbc,a) (8)
where as usual the comma represents partial differentiation. The field strength H is also
invariant when it carries no Killing index. The T-duality of the R-R field strength can
easily be read from the transformations (6) to be
F (n)µ···ν ↔ F (n+1)µ···νy (9)
where we have used the fact that the fields are independent of the y-direction.
In a T-duality invariant theory, all the couplings in the dimensional reduction must
be invariant under the above T-duality transformations. So to extend a coupling to a
set of couplings which are invariant under linear T-duality, we first use the dimensional
reduction to reduce the 10-dimensional couplings to 9-dimensional couplings, i.e., separate
the indices along and orthogonal to y, and then apply the above T-duality transformations.
If the original coupling is not invariant under the T-duality, one must add new terms to
make them invariant.
3 S-duality
Unlike the T-duality transformations (4) which are given in string frame, the S-duality
transformations of type IIB theory are properly defined in the Einstein frame , Gsab =
Gabe
Φ/2. In this frame the metric and the R-R four-form are invariant. The B-field and
the R-R two-form transform as doublet [56, 57]. Since the parameters of the duality are
constant, their field strengths, i.e.,H = 1
2
dB and F = 1
2
dC, are also transformed as doublet,
H ≡
(
H
F
)
→ (Λ−1)T
(
H
F
)
; Λ =
(
p q
r s
)
∈ SL(2, R) (10)
The dilaton and the R-R scalar transform nonlinearly as τ → pτ+q
rτ+s
where the complex scalar
field is defined as τ = C + ie−Φ. The matrix M defined in terms of the dilaton and the
1The metric ηyy = ρ
2/α′. In [19], the T-duality has been considered for the self-dual radius, i.e., ηyy = 1.
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R-R scalar, i.e.,
M = eΦ
( |τ |2 C
C 1
)
(11)
then transforms as [58]
M→ ΛMΛT (12)
The derivatives of this matrix also transform as above. The matrix N which is defined as
N =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
(13)
can be written as ΛNΛT . Using these matrices and the transformation (10), one can
construct different SL(2, R) invariant objects.
An SL(2, R) invariant object, in general, has more than one components. For example,
HTM0H has the following components:
HTM0H = e−φ0(1 + e2φ0C20 )HH + eφ0FF − eφ0C0(HF + FH) (14)
where the index zero in various fields refers to the constant background value of these fields.
If one finds somehow one of the above tree-level components, then the requirement that it
should be invariant under the S-duality gives all other tree-level components automatically.
In this paper we are going to find an action which is invariant under both T-duality
and S-duality. One of the dualities is in the Einstein frame in which the dilaton appears
and the other one is in the string frame in which the dilaton appears only through an
overall factor. So the question is how to transform an S-duality invariant coupling, e.g.,
(14), under T-duality? For the components which do not include the background R-R
scalar, one has to simply move back to the string frame and apply the T-duality on them.
For the components in which the nonzero C0 appears, one has to transform them to zero
coupling because the type IIB background with non-zero C0 transforms to the type IIA
with background Cy0 . However, the constant vector is gauged away by the the R-R gauge
symmetry. Therefore, to apply T-duality on an S-duality invariant coupling, one should
first set the background R-R scalar to zero and then move to the string frame to apply the
standard T-duality transformations on it.
The S-duality of the Riemann curvature corrections to the supergravity has been studied
in [23] - [39]. The Riemann curvature in the Einstein frame is invariant under the SL(2, R)
transformations, and the overall dilaton factor which is not invariant under the SL(2, R)
transformation has been extended to the non-holomorphic Eisenstein series E3/2(τ0, τ¯0)
which is invariant under the SL(2, Z) transformations. In his paper, we will see that this
structure appear for all other four-field couplings. That is, the couplings can be written as
two factors. One factor is the series E3/2(τ0, τ¯0) which has the effect of loops and nonper-
turbative effects, and the other factor is the tree-level couplings which are invariant under
the SL(2, R) transformations.
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4 F (n)F (n)RR
The couplings of two Riemann curvatures and two identical R-R field strengths can be
found by requiring the existing couplings in the literature to be consistent with S-duality
and T-duality. The couplings of four NS-NS states in the Einstein frame have been found
in [20, 21]
S =
γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−Ge−3φ0/2L(R¯) (15)
where γ = α
′3
25
ζ(3), the Lagrangian L is given in (3) and the generalized Riemann curvature
is [20],
R¯ab
cd = Rab
cd − κ√
8
η[a
[cφ;b]
d] + e−φ0/2Hab
[c;d] (16)
where the bracket notation is Hab
[c;d] = Hab
c;d − Habd;c. In the string frame the linearized
R¯abcd becomes [22]
R¯abcd = e
−φ0/2Rabcd (17)
where Rabcd is the following expression
Rabcd = Rabcd +Hab[c,d] (18)
The dilaton appears only as the overall factor e−2φ0
√−G which is invariant under nonlinear
T-duality. It has been shown in [22] that the Lagrangian L(R) is invariant under linear T-
duality transformation (7). The action (15) does not include the R-R fields so obviously it is
not invariant under the S-duality. I this paper, we are going to find new couplings involving
the R-R fields to make the above action invariant under both S-duality and T-duality.
The Lagrangian L has couplings with structures R4, H4 and R2H2 in the string frame.
However, in the Einstein frame which is the appropriate frame for studying S-duality,
this Lagrangian includes the couplings with structure R4, R2φ2, φ4, H4, H2φ2, H2φR
and R2H2. The R4 couplings are invariant under the S-duality, however, all other terms
must be combined with appropriate R-R couplings to be invariant under the SL(2, R)
transformations. We begin by extending the couplings R2H2 to S-duality invariant form
to find the couplings of two Riemann curvatures and two R-R three-form field strengths in
type IIB theory.
The couplings of two Riemann curvatures and two B-field strengths can be extended to
the SL(2, R) invariant form by using the following replacement:
e−φ0HHR2 →HTM0HR2 (19)
which produces new tree-level couplings. The overall dilaton factor in (15) is extended to
the SL(2, Z) invariant non-holomorphic Eisenstein series E3/2(τ0, τ¯0) which produces the
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loops and nonperturbative effects [23] - [39]. To apply T-duality on the resulting S-duality
invariant couplings, one should set the background R-R scalar to zero and move back to the
string frame. One finds the following tree-level couplings between two Riemann curvatures
and two R-R three-form field strengths2:
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
1
16
F 2rs[p,q]R
2
hkmn +
1
4
Frs[m,n]Frs[p,q]RhkmnRhkpq
+Fhs[p,q]Frs[p,q]RhkmnRkrmn − 2Fhs[q,m]Frs[p,q]RhkmnRkrnp − 2Fhs[p,q]Frs[q,m]RhkmnRkrnp
+Fhs[p,q]Frs[m,n]RhkmnRkrpq + Fkr[m,n]Frs[p,q]RhkmnRhspq +
1
2
Fkr[p,q]Fhs[p,q]RhkmnRrsmn
+
1
8
Fhk[m,n]Frs[p,q]RhkpqRrsmn + 4Fkr[n,p]Fhs[p,q]RhkmnRrsmq + Fkr[m,n]Fhs[p,q]RhkmnRrspq
−Fkr[n,p]Fhs[q,m]RhkmnRrspq
]
(20)
From one loop string amplitude, a representation for the R2(∂F (3))2 couplings has been
found in [59] which reproduces the above couplings, up to field redefinition. The field
redefinition means the couplings involving the Ricci and scalar curvatures, as well as the
divergence of the form-field strengths can be absorbed into supergravity by field redefinition
involving these higher derivative terms [11].
We now apply the T-duality transformations on the above couplings to find the new
couplings for two R-R two-form field strengths and two Riemann curvatures in type IIA
theory. To this end, we use the dimensional reduction on the above couplings and find the
couplings with structure ηyyF (3)y F
(3)
y RR where F
(3)
y is the R-R field strength which carries
one Killing index and R is the Riemann curvature which carries no Killing index. Under
the T-duality transformations (7) and (9) this structure transforms to ηyyF
(2)F (2)RR. The
square root of the determinant of the metric
√−G also transforms as √−Gηyy. So one
finds the couplings which have no Killing index. The integral over the circle which gives
2πρ transforms to 2πα′/ρ. The ten-dimensional Newton constant κ2 also transforms to
κ2α′/ρ2. The result for all terms in (20) are the following:
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
1
4
F 2pq,rR
2
hkmn +
1
2
Fmn,sFpq,sRhkmnRhkpq + Fpq,hFpq,rRhkmnRmnkr
+2Fhs,qFrs,qRhkmnRmnkr + Fkr,qFhs,qRhkmnRmnrs + 2Fmq,rFpq,hRhkmnRnpkr
+2Fmq,hFpq,rRhkmnRnpkr + 2Fhs,pFrs,mRhkmnRnpkr + 2Fhs,mFrs,pRhkmnRnpkr
−4Fkr,nFhs,qRhkmnRmqrs + Fmn,rFpq,hRhkmnRpqkr − Fmn,kFpq,sRhkmnRpqhs
]
(21)
The indices run over all directions except the y-direction and the fields are all independent
of the y-direction. One of the integrals is also over the original circle with radius ρ. After
using the T-duality, one assumes the fields depend on all directions and the indices run
over all spacetime directions. Hence, the above couplings are the couplings of two Riemann
curvatures and two R-R two-form field strengths that are predicted by T-duality.
2From now on, we use only subscript indices and the repeated indices are contracted with the metric.
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It has been observed in [19, 61] that the S-matrix element of four NS-NS vertex operators
at order α′3 does not produce term which has zero or one Mandelstam variable ki·kj. Using
the S-dual and T-dual Ward identity of S-matrix elements [60], one expects all four-point
functions share this property. Using the above action, we have calculated the S-matrix
element of two gravitons and two R-R one-forms and observed that the amplitude does not
produce term with zero or one factor of the Mandelstam variable ki ·kj.
Using the above ten-dimensional couplings one can perform again the dimensional re-
duction on a circle and finds the couplings with structure ηyyF (2)y F
(2)
y RR. Doing the same
steps as above, one finds the following couplings between two Riemann curvatures and two
R-R one-form field strengths in the string frame:
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
1
2
F 2q,rR
2
hkmn + 4Fp,hFp,rRhkmnRmnkr
+4Fm,rFp,hRhkmnRnpkr + 4Fm,hFp,rRhkmnRnpkr
]
(22)
where we have used the fact that the two indices in the R-R field strength are symmetric,
i.e., Fq,r =
1
2
C,qr.
The above couplings are in type IIB theory, so one can extend them to the S-duality
invariant forms. In the Einstein frame, one finds the overall dilaton factor to be eφ0/2.
This can be written as e−3φ0/2 × e2φ0 . The first factor is the dilaton factor which appears
also in R4 terms. This factor should be extended to the non-holomorphic Eisenstein series
E3/2(τ0, τ¯0) after including the loops and nonperturbative effects. The second factor must
be combined with the R-R fields to be extended to a SL(2, R) invariant form. Using the
matrix M, one finds the following SL(2, R) invariant
− 1
4
Tr[M,hkM−1,mn] = (2e2φ0Fh,kFm,n + κ2φ,hkφ,mn) (23)
Therefore, the S-duality invariant action is the following:
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−GE3/2
[
− 1
16
Tr[M,qrM−1,qr ]R2hkmn −
1
2
Tr[M,phM−1,pr]RhkmnRmnkr
−1
2
Tr[M,mrM−1,ph]RhkmnRnpkr −
1
2
Tr[M,mhM−1,pr]RhkmnRnpkr
]
(24)
One can easily observe that the above action reproduces the couplings (22). This action
also produces the tree-level couplings between two Riemann curvatures and two dilatons
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−Ge−3φ0/2κ2
[
1
4
φ2,qrR
2
hkmn + 2φ,phφ,prRhkmnRmnkr
+2φ,mrφ,phRhkmnRnpkr + 2φ,mhφ,prRhkmnRnpkr
]
(25)
We have checked that the above couplings are exactly the φ2R2 couplings in the action
(15). Therefore, the combination of the φ2R2 couplings in (15) and the couplings (22)
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is invariant under the SL(2, R) transformations. There would be no new couplings by
applying T-duality on (24).
There have been no ambiguity in finding the couplings (21) and (22) from the dimen-
sional reduction of (20) because the y-index does not appear in the T-dual couplings.
However, in finding the couplings F (4)F (4)RR from (20), the y-index appear in the T-dual
couplings which makes the final couplings to be ambitious. In this case we need other
information to find the couplings correctly. We will use the observation that the four-point
functions has no term with zero and one Mandelstam variable [19, 61], to fix the above
ambiguity.
To find the couplings F (4)F (4)RR in type IIA theory from the type IIB couplings (20),
we use the dimensional reduction on the ten-dimensional action (20) and keep the terms
which have no y-index. Then under the T-duality (9) the R-R three-form field strength
transforms to the four-form field strength with one y-index. As a result, one finds the
couplings with structure ηyyF (4)y F
(4)
y RR where the metric η
yy is coming from the T-duality
of
√−G. Then one can easily find the F (4)F (4)RR couplings in which the R-R field strengths
contract at least once. This can be done by converting the y-index to complete spacetime
index and taking into account the appropriate symmetry factor. To clarify the symmetry
factor consider, for example, a coupling which has three contracted indices between the
R-R field strengths. The symmetry factor is 1/3 for that term. The result for all couplings
in (20) is
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
1
32
F 2prst,qRhkmn −
1
24
Fprst,qFqrst,pRhkmn +
1
3
Fmrst,nFprst,qRhkpq
−2
3
Fhpst,qFprst,qRmnkr + Fhpst,qFqrst,pRmnkr +
1
2
(Fkprt,q − 2Fkqrt,p)Fhpst,qRmnrs
+ (Fhpst,q − Fhqst,p)Fnrst,qRmpkr + (Fhnst,q − Fhqst,n)Fprst,qRmpkr
−
(
Fhpst,q − 2
3
Fhqst,p
)
Fqrst,nRmpkr −
(
Fhnst,q − 2
3
Fhqst,n
)
Fqrst,pRmpkr
−2 (−2Fknrt,p + Fkprt,n)Fhpst,qRmqrs − 4 (Fknrt,p − Fkprt,n)Fhqst,pRmqrs
−2Fhqst,pFnrst,mRpqkr − 2Fknrt,mFqrst,pRpqhs + Fknrt,pFhmst,qRpqrs
+ (−2Fknrt,p + Fkprt,n)Fhqst,mRpqrs + 4Fknrt,mFhqst,pRpqrs
+
1
2
Fhkqt,pFnrst,mRpqrs − 3
4
Fhkpq,sFmnrt,sRpqrt
]
Rhkmn (26)
All terms except the last one are the couplings in which the R-R field strengths contract
with each other. However, they are not the whole couplings between two R-R four-form
field strengths and two Riemann curvatures. The F (4)F (4)RR couplings which have no
contraction between the two R-R four-forms do not produce the couplings F (4)y F
(4)
y RR under
the dimensional reduction. To find such couplings we should first use the Bianchi identity
to find the independent ones. One observes that there are two independent couplings which
have no contraction between the two R-R four-forms. One of them is the coupling in the
last term of (26) and the other one is Ftrsp,qFmnhq,pRtrhkRmnsk.
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To implement the Bianchi identities, one may write the R-R field strengths and the
linearized Riemann curvatures (8) in terms of the R-R potential and the metric fluctuation
hµν , respectively. The symmetry of the metric fluctuation can be implemented by writing
it as hµν = (ζµλν + ζνλµ)/2 where ζ and λ are two vectors, and similarly the totally
antisymmetry of the R-R three-form potential can be implemented by writing it as Slater
determinant of three vectors. Then one may transform the couplings to the momentum
space to find the independent ones. Using the fact that we are not interested in the couplings
which can be absorbed by field redefinition of the supergravity, i.e., the couplings involve
the Ricci and scalar curvatures and the divergence of the R-R field strength, one can use
the on-shell relations ki ·ki = 0 and ki ·ǫi = 0 where ǫi stands for the polarization of the
i-th field in the momentum space. Using conservation of momentum and these on-shell
relations, one observes that even the above two independent terms are identical. We set
the coefficient of one of them to zero and fixed the other one by requiring that the S-matrix
element should not produce the terms which have zero or one Mandelstam variable ki ·kj
[19, 61].
Using the ten-dimensional action (26), one can easily find the corresponding couplings
for R-R five-form field strength. To this end, one uses the dimensional reduction and finds
the couplings which have no y-index. They are given by the nine-dimensional form of
the Lagrangian (26) . Under the T-duality (9) they produce the couplings with structure
ηyyF (5)y F
(5)
y RR. Extending the y-index to complete spacetime index and taking the symme-
try factors into account, one finds the following couplings in which the R-R field strengths
contract with each other at least once:
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
1
160
F 2prstu,qRhkmn −
1
96
Fprstu,qFqrstu,pRhkmn +
1
12
Fmrstu,nFprstu,qRhkpq
−1
6
Fhpstu,qFprstu,qRmnkr +
1
3
Fhpstu,qFqrstu,pRmnkr +
1
2
(
1
3
Fkprtu,q − Fkqrtu,p
)
Fhpstu,qRmnrs
+
(
1
3
Fhpstu,q − 1
3
Fhqstu,p
)
Fnrstu,qRmpkr +
(
1
3
Fhnstu,q − 1
3
Fhqstu,n
)
Fprstu,qRmpkr
−
(
1
3
Fhpstu,q − 1
6
Fhqstu,p
)
Fqrstu,nRmpkr −
(
1
3
Fhnstu,q − 1
6
Fhqstu,n
)
Fqrstu,pRmpkr
−2
(
−Fknrtu,p + 1
3
Fkprtu,n
)
Fhpstu,qRmqrs − 4
(
1
2
Fknrtu,p − 1
2
Fkprtu,n
)
Fhqstu,pRmqrs
−2
3
Fhqstu,pFnrstu,mRpqkr − 2
3
Fknrtu,mFqrstu,pRpqhs +
1
2
Fknrtu,pFhmstu,qRpqrs
+
(
−Fknrtu,p + 1
2
Fkprtu,n
)
Fhqstu,mRpqrs + 2Fknrtu,mFhqstu,pRpqrs
+
1
4
Fhkqtu,pFnrstu,mRpqrs − 3
4
Fhkpqu,sFmnrtu,sRpqrt
]
Rhkmn (27)
In this case it is impossible to construct the coupling in which the R-R five-form field
strengths have no contraction with each other. So the above couplings must be the correct
couplings of two Riemann curvatures and two R-R five-form field strengths in the string
frame.
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These couplings are in type IIB theory so they can be extended to S-duality invariant
forms. One has to again move to the Einstein frame. The dilaton factor in the Einstein
frame becomes e−3φ0/2 which must be extended to the Eisenstein series E3/2, the Einstein
frame Riemann curvatures and the R-R five-form field strength are also invariant under
the SL(2, R) transformation. The S-duality invariant couplings produces no new tree-level
couplings other than the couplings (27). So T-duality on the S-duality invariant form of
(27) would not give any new couplings.
5 F (n)F (n)HH
In this section we are going to find the couplings with structure F (n)F (n)HH and some
of the four R-R couplings which are related to them. We begin by finding the couplings
with structure F (3)F (3)HH in type IIB theory and then find all other couplings by using
consistency with linear T-duality, as we have done in the previous section.
One may try to find the couplings F (3)F (3)HH by extending the H4 couplings in (15)
to the S-duality invariant form, using (14). However, the result depend on which pair of
H2 extend to HTM0H. There are many different choices which result many different forms
for the F (3)F (3)HH couplings. They all give, however, identical result for F (3)F (3)F (3)F (3)
couplings. Moreover, there are different S-duality invariant couplings which do not contain
H4 terms at all. The couplings with structure HTNHHTNH are invariant under the S-
duality. They contain only couplings with structure F (3)F (3)HH . We are going to find
the F (3)F (3)HH couplings by using linear T-duality on the couplings we have found in the
previous section. The result should be the same as the couplings one finds by making the
action (15) to be S-duality invariant.
Using the dimensional reduction on the couplings (26), we find the couplings with struc-
ture ηyyηyyF (4)y F
(4)
y RyRy. Under the T-duality they transforms to the couplings with struc-
ture F (3)F (3)HyHy. One may easily find the couplings F
(3)F (3)HH in which the B-field
strengths contract with each other. However, there are too many other terms in which the
B-field strengths contract with the R-R three-form field strengths. On the other hand, the
couplings F (3)F (3)HH must satisfy in fact four constraints:
1-They should produce the above couplings F (3)F (3)HyHy.
2-They should produce the couplings F (3)y F
(3)
y HH which are the transformation of the
couplings F (3)F (3)HyHy under the S-duality.
3-They should produce the couplings F (3)y F
(3)
y HyHy which are the transformation of the
couplings in (21) with structure F (2)F (2)RyRy under the T-duality.
4-They should produce the couplings F (3)y F
(3)HHy which are the transformation of the
couplings with structure F (2)F (4)y HRy under the T-duality. We have found the couplings
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with structure F (2)F (4)HR in the Appendix from T-duality of the couplings (20).
One may consider the couplings F (3)F (3)HH with all possible contractions of the indices
and choose an unknown coefficient for each of them. Then one should use the dimensional
reduction on the resulting couplings and find the couplings with structure F (3)F (3)HyHy,
F (3)y F
(3)
y HH , F
(3)
y F
(3)
y HyHy and F
(3)
y F
(3)HHy. Then one can find their coefficients by forc-
ing them to satisfy the above four constraints. One can use the Bianchi identity by writing
the couplings in terms of potential i.e., F = 1
2
dC and H = 1
2
dB, and transforming the
couplings to the momentum space. We have found that the constraint equations are not
consistent with each other. In particular, the couplings can not satisfy the constraints 1
and 3 at the same time. We will discuss the reason for this inconsistency in the discus-
sion section. However, if one uses the on-shell relations ki ·ki = 0 and ki · ǫi = 0, the
number of independent variables decreases, e.g., k1 ·k2 = k3 ·k4. This makes, for example,
the couplings in the constraint 4 to be zero. Using the on-shell relations, one finds that
the above constraint equations become consistent and give consistent relations between the
unknown coefficients. Solving these equations one finds a set of couplings which have still
some unknown coefficients. We then impose the condition that the S-matrix does not pro-
duce couplings with zero and one Mandelstam variable ki·kj. This gives one extra relation
between the coefficients. Using this relation, one finds interestingly a set of couplings in
terms of the potentials B,C which have no unknown coefficients any more! That means if
we consider the original couplings which are in terms of field strengths H,F , and use the
relations between the coefficients that we have found, then the left over constants has to
cancel themselves using the Bianchi identity and the on-shell relations. Therefore, the left
over constant can be set all to zero. We have found the following result in the string frame:
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
− 8Fhrs,nFqrs,mHknp,hHmpq,k + 8Fnqs,hFpqs,mHknr,hHmpr,k
−2
9
Fnqs,hFnqs,kHmpr,hHmpr,k + 2Fhqs,nFkqs,mHmpr,kHnpr,h + 2Fhqs,mFkqs,nHmpr,kHnpr,h
+2Fnqr,hFnps,kHhqr,mHkps,m − 2Fnqr,hFmrs,kHnpq,kHmps,h − 8Fmnp,kFnrs,hHkpq,mHhqs,r
+8Fnqr,hFmps,kHhkr,nHpqs,m + 2Fmnp,hFmqs,hHnpr,kHqrs,k
]
(28)
Since we have used the on-shell relations, there are many other couplings which involve the
divergence of H and F in which we are not interested, because they can be absorbed in the
supergravity by appropriate field redefinition.
To study the S-duality of the above couplings, one has to go to the Einstein frame.
In this frame, one finds the overall dilaton factor to be e−3φ0/2 which is extended to E3/2
in S-duality invariant form. Writing the above couplings in terms of potentials B,C, one
observes that they are invariant under B → C, C → −B which is consistent with S-duality.
However, as we mentioned before at the beginning of this section, there are ambiguities in
writing the couplings in SL(2, R) invariant form. We leave this part for the future works.
Having found the couplings with structure F (3)F (3)HH , one can now find the couplings
with structure F (2)F (2)HH in type IIA theory. Under the dimensional reduction on the
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couplings (28), one should first find the couplings with structure ηyyF (3)y F
(3)
y HH and then
use the T-duality rule (9). The result is
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
− 16Fhr,nFqr,mHknp,hHmpq,k + 16Fnq,hFpq,mHknr,hHmpr,k
−2
3
Fnq,hFnq,kHmpr,hHmpr,k + 4Fhq,nFkq,mHmpr,kHnpr,h + 4Fhq,mFkq,nHmpr,kHnpr,h
+2Fqr,hFps,kHhqr,mHkps,m + 2Fnq,hFms,kHnpq,kHmps,h + 8Fmp,kFrs,hHkpq,mHhqs,r
+2Fnp,hFqs,hHnpr,kHqrs,k
]
(29)
Here again the indices run over all directions except the y-direction and the fields are
independent of the y-direction. After using the T-duality, one assumes the fields depend on
all directions and the indices run over all spacetime directions. We have checked that the
Fourier transform of the above couplings to the momentum space has no couplings with
zero and one ki ·kj after using on-shell relations.
The couplings with structure F (1)F (1)HH can be found from the above couplings by
using the dimensional reduction and finding the terms with structure ηyyF (2)y F
(2)
y HH . Then
under T-duality they produce the following terms in the string frame:
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
− 4
3
Fn,hFn,kHmpr,hHmpr,k + 4Fh,nFk,mHmpr,kHnpr,h
+4Fh,mFk,nHmpr,kHnpr,h
]
(30)
In the Einstein frame they can be extended to the following S-duality invariant form:
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−GE3/2
[
1
6
Tr[M,nhM−1,nk]HTmpr,hM0Hmpr,k (31)
−1
2
Tr[M,nhM−1,km]HTmpr,kM0Hnpr,h −
1
2
Tr[M,hmM−1,kn]HTmpr,kM0Hnpr,h
]
The above action contains the following tree-level couplings of two B-field strengths and
two dilatons in the string frame:
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−Ge−2φ0κ2
[
− 2
3
φ,nhφ,nkHmpr,hHmpr,k + 2φ,hnφ,kmHmpr,kHnpr,h
+2φ,hmφ,knHmpr,kHnpr,h
]
(32)
Using the on-shell relations, we have checked that the above couplings are exactly the H2φ2
terms in (15). So the H2φ2 terms in (15) and the couplings (30) are two components of one
SL(2, R) invariant set. This set (31) at zero axion background, i.e., C0 = 0, includes also
the couplings with structures F (1)F (1)F (3)F (3) and φφF (3)F (3) at the tree-level. To apply
T-duality on (31) one has to move back to the string frame in which the latter couplings and
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the H2φ2 terms in (15) do not survive. It is difficult to find new couplings by applying T-
duality on the couplings F (1)F (1)F (3)F (3) in the string frame to find the couplings between
higher R-R forms. We will find them later on by some other means.
To find the couplings F (4)F (4)HH in type IIA theory, we first consider F (3)F (3)HH
couplings in (28) which carry no Killing index. Under T-duality they produce the couplings
with structure F (4)y F
(4)
y HH . Using these couplings, one can easily find the couplings in
which the R-R field strengths contract with each other. They are given by the couplings in
the first five lines of the following equation:
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
− 8
3
Fhrst,nFqrst,mHknp,hHmpq,k +
8
3
Fnqst,hFpqst,mHknr,hHmpr,k
− 1
18
Fnqst,hFnqst,kHmpr,hHmpr,k +
2
3
Fhqst,nFkqst,mHmpr,kHnpr,h
+
2
3
Fhqst,mFkqst,nHmpr,kHnpr,h + Fmnpt,hFmqst,hHnpr,kHqrs,k
+Fnqrt,hFnpst,kHhqr,mHkps,m − Fnqrt,hFmrst,kHnpq,kHmps,h
−4Fmnpt,kFnrst,hHkpq,mHhqs,r + 8Fnqrt,hFmpst,kHhkr,nHpqs,m
+
4
9
Fhkmn,tFpqrt,nHhkm,sHpqr,s
]
(33)
The couplings in the last line has the structure that the R-R field strengths do not contract
with each other. Using the Bianchi identity, one finds there are two such couplings, i.e.,
b1Fhkmn,tFpqrs,tHhkp,qHmnr,s + b2Fhkmn,tFpqrt,nHhkm,sHpqr,s. The unknown constants b1, b2
can be found by using the fact that S-matrix does not produce couplings with zero and one
ki ·kj. This fixes these constants to be b1 = 0 and b2 = 4/9.
Under the dimensional reduction, the couplings F (4)F (4)HH which have no y-index are
given by (33). Under the T-duality they produce correctly the couplings ηyyF (5)y F
(5)
y HH .
Completing the y-index and taking into account the symmetry factors, one can easily find
the couplings in which the R-R field strength contract with each other at least once. In the
string frame, they are
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
− 2
3
Fhrstu,nFqrstu,mHknp,hHmpq,k +
2
3
Fnqstu,hFpqstu,mHknr,hHmpr,k
− 1
90
Fnqstu,hFnqstu,kHmpr,hHmpr,k +
1
6
Fhqstu,nFkqstu,mHmpr,kHnpr,h
+
1
6
Fhqstu,mFkqstu,nHmpr,kHnpr,h +
4
9
Fhkmnu,tFpqrtu,nHhkm,sHpqr,s
+
1
3
Fnqrtu,hFnpstu,kHhqr,mHkps,m − 1
3
Fnqrtu,hFmrstu,kHnpq,kHmps,h
−4
3
Fmnptu,kFnrstu,hHkpq,mHhqs,r + 4Fnqrtu,hFmpstu,kHhkr,nHpqs,m
+
1
3
Fmnptu,hFmqstu,hHnpr,kHqrs,k
]
(34)
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There is no coupling in which the two R-R five-forms have no contraction with each other.
To extend the above couplings to the S-duality invariant form, we first transform the
couplings to the Einstein frame in which the dilaton factor becomes e−5φ0/2. This can be
written as e−3φ0/2 × e−φ0/2. The first factor must be extended to the Eisenstein series E3/2
and the second factor combined with the B-field strengths must be written as SL(2, R)
invariant form of HTM0H. The R-R five-form is also invariant under the S-duality. The
S-duality invariant couplings at C0 = 0 produce the couplings (34), as well as the similar
couplings with structure F (5)F (5)F (3)F (3).
One can use another T-duality on the S-duality invariant form of (34) to find various
new couplings between four R-R field strengths by performing the following simple steps.
One can use the dimensional reduction on the above F (5)F (5)F (3)F (3) couplings to find
the couplings with structure F (5)y F
(5)
y F
(3)
y F
(3)
y . Under T-duality (9) they then transform
to the couplings with structure F (4)F (4)F (2)F (2) without any ambiguity. Using the result-
ing couplings one may use the dimensional reduction to find the couplings with structure
F (4)F (4)F (2)y F
(2)
y . Then under T-duality they transform to the couplings F
(5)
y F
(5)
y F
(1)F (1).
Converting the y-index to a complete spacetime index and taking the symmetry factors into
account, one finds the couplings with structure F (5)F (5)F (1)F (1) without any ambiguity be-
cause it is impossible to have couplings in which the R-R five-forms do not contract with
each other. Using the S-duality invariant extension of the two R-R one-form field strengths
(23), one can then write the resulting couplings in an S-duality invariant form by adding
the appropriate F (5)F (5)φφ couplings.
Under the dimensional reduction of the couplings F (5)F (5)F (3)F (3), one may also consider
the couplings with structure F (5)y F
(5)
y F
(3)F (3). Under T-duality (9) they transform to the
couplings with structure F (4)F (4)F (4)y F
(4)
y . Then by converting the y-index to complete
spacetime index and taking the symmetry factors into account, one can find the couplings
with structure F (4)F (4)F (4)F (4) without ambiguity because all the R-R field strengths are
identical, as a result, there would be no term in which the two R-R field strengths do not
contract with each other.
The couplings with structure F (3)F (3)F (3)F (3) can be found either by using T-duality
on F (4)y F
(4)
y F
(4)
y F
(4)
y , or by making the H
4 couplings in (15) to be S-duality invariant.
We already mentioned that it is ambitious in finding the SL(2, R) invariant form of the
H4 couplings, however, there is no ambiguity in finding F (3)F (3)F (3)F (3) terms from H4.
Using these F (3)F (3)F (3)F (3) couplings, one can easily find the couplings with structure
F (2)F (2)F (2)F (2) and F (1)F (1)F (1)F (1). The latter couplings should be combined with the
φ4 couplings in action (15) and some F (1)F (1)φφ couplings to become invariant under the
SL(2, R) transformations.
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6 F (n)F (n+2)HR
Using the dimensional reduction on the couplings (33) in type IIA theory, one can find the
couplings with structure
√−GηyyF (4)y F (4)HHy. Under the T-duality transformations (7)
and (9), they transform to the couplings with structure
√−GηyyηyyF (3)F (5)y HηyyRy in type
IIB theory. They produce the couplings in which the five-form field strength contract with
the Riemann curvature. They appear in the following action in the string frame:
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
8Fnqt,hFmprst,kHpqs,mRhknr +
8
3
Frst,mFhqrst,nHknp,hRmpkq (35)
−8Fmnt,kFnprst,hHhqs,rRkqmp − 8
3
Fqst,hFnpqst,mHmpr,kRkrhn +
8
3
Fqst,mFnpqst,hHknr,hRmrkp
−8
3
Fhkmnp,tFqrt,nHhkm,sRqrps − 4Fnpqrt,hFnst,kHhqr,mRksmp − 4Fmnqrt,hFrst,kHnpq,kRpshm
+8Fnpqrt,hFmst,kHhkr,nRqsmp + 4Fmnpqt,hFmst,hHnpr,kRrskq − 4Fhkmnp,tFhkr,mHnpq,sRqrst
]
The last term however, is a coupling which has no contraction between the five-form field
strength and the Riemann curvature. There are some other such couplings. Without these
terms the couplings are not consistent with S-duality. Since we are not interested in the
Ricci curvature and the divergence of the B-field and the R-R field strengths, one may
find the coefficients of such terms by imposing both the Bianchi identity and the on-shell
relations. We have found that by adding the last term and using the on-shell relations, the
couplings can be written in the SL(2, R) invariant form of HTNH.
In the Einstein frame, the dilaton factor is e−3φ0/2 which is extended to E3/2, the Rie-
mann curvature and the R-R field strength are also invariant under the S-duality. The
S-duality invariant couplings then produce only the couplings (35) at tree level. So the
T-duality on them does not produce any new couplings. We have checked that the above
couplings satisfy the condition that the couplings in the momentum space have no zero or
one Mandelstam variable ki ·kj.
The couplings with structure F (2)F (4)HR in type IIA theory can be found from dimen-
sional reduction of the above couplings. To this end, one should first find the couplings
with structure
√−GηyyF (3)y F (5)y HR. Then under T-duality they transform to the couplings
with structure
√−GF (2)F (4)HR. The result in the string frame is
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
8Fnq,hFmprs,kHpqs,mRhknr + 8Frs,mFhqrs,nHknp,hRmpkq
−16Fmn,kFnprs,hHhqs,rRkqmp − 8Fqs,hFnpqs,mHmpr,kRkrhn + 8Fqs,mFnpqs,hHknr,hRmrkp
+8Fhmnp,kFhr,mHnpq,sRqrks − 8Fnpqr,hFns,kHhqr,mRksmp − 8Fmnqr,hFrs,kHnpq,kRpshm
+8Fnpqr,hFms,kHhkr,nRqsmp + 8Fmnpq,hFms,hHnpr,kRrskq
]
(36)
There are no extra terms that has to be added. We have checked that the S-matrix element
of the above couplings produces no term with zero and one factor of ki·kj, as expected. There
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is a different representation for the couplings with structure F (2)F (4)HR in the Appendix
which has been found from T-duality of the couplings (20). That representation and the
above representation are identical using the on-shell relations. So the difference between
them are some terms which can be absorbed into supergravity by field redefinition.
Doing the same steps as above, one finds the couplings with structure F (1)F (3)HR in
type IIB theory. In the string frame, they are the following:
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
16Fr,mFhqr,nHknp,hRmpkq − 16Fm,kFnpr,hHhnq,rRkqmp
−16Fq,hFnpq,mHmpr,kRkrhn + 16Fq,mFnpq,hHknr,hRmrkp − 8Fm,hFnpq,hHnpr,kRmrkq
+8Fmnq,hFr,kHnpq,kRprhm − 8Fmnp,kFr,mHnpq,hRqrhk
]
(37)
In the Einstein frame, the dilaton factor is e−φ0/2. This can be rewritten as e−3φ0/2 × eφ0 .
The first factor again is extended to E3/2. The second factor combined with the R-R
one-form field strength, transforms as
F (1)eφ0 → −F (1)eφ0 (38)
in zero axion background, C0 = 0, and at the linear order of quantum states. On the other
hand, using on-shell relations we have checked that the amplitude is antisymmetric under
the transformation
F (3) → H ; H → −F (3) (39)
Therefore, the action (37) is consistent with the S-duality for the zero axion background.
The S-duality invariant extension of the above couplings for nonzero C0 are
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−GE3/2
[
4HThqr,nM,rmHknp,hRmpkq + · · ·
]
(40)
where dotes refer to the other terms in (37). For zero axion background, one finds
HThqr,nM,rmHknp,hRmpkq = 2eφ0Fr,m(Fhqr,nHknp,h +Hhqr,nFknp,h)Rmpkq
+
√
2κφ,rm(e
φ0Fhqr,nFknp,h − e−φ0Hhqr,nHknp,h)Rmpkq (41)
Therefore, the S-duality invariant action (40) produces the couplings (37) after using the
on-shell relations. It also produces the couplings between one Riemann curvature, two two-
form field strengths and one dilaton. The HHRφ couplings in (40) should be the same as
the corresponding couplings in (15) after using the on-shell relations. In other words, the
HHRφ couplings in (15) and the couplings (37) are two components of the above SL(2, R)
invariant.
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7 F (n)F (n+4)RR
The R-R fields in the supergravity are C(0), · · · , C(4). So there is only one possible value
for n which is n = 1. To find F (1)F (5)RR couplings, one has to use dimensional reduction
on the couplings (36) and find the couplings with structure ηyyF (2)y F
(4)HyR. There is only
one term which is
− 8ηyyRhknrFmprs,kFny,hHpsy,m
Under T-duality it becomes
8RhknrFmprsy,kFn,hRpsmy
Completing the y-index, one finds the coupling RhknrFmprsq,kFn,hRpsmq which is zero using
the antisymmetry of the R-R five-form and the symmetry of the Riemann curvature. So
our calculation indicates that there is no coupling with structure F (1)F (5)RR. This is what
one expects because the supergravity does not produce massless pole for the scattering
amplitude of one R-R scalar, one R-R four-form and two gravitons. So the corresponding
S-matrix element in string theory is zero. As a result, there is no coupling F (1)F (5)RR at
order α′3.
8 F (n)F (n+4)HH
To find F (1)F (5)HH couplings, one has to use dimensional reduction on the couplings
(36) and find the couplings with structure ηyyF (2)y F
(4)HRy. Then under T-duality they
transform to the couplings with structure F (1)F (5)y HHy. Using them one can easily find the
couplings F (1)F (5)HH in which the R-R five-form contracts with H . In the string frame,
they are given by
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
− 8Fn,kFnpqrs,hHhqr,mHmps,k + 16Fn,kFmnprs,hHkmq,pHhqs,r
+4Fm,hFmnpqs,hHnpr,kHkqs,r − 16Fq,hFmnprs,kHhkn,rHpqs,m
]
(42)
There is no possibility for the R-R five-form to have no contraction with H , so the above
couplings must be the desired couplings.
In the Einstein frame, the overall dilaton factor is e−3φ0/2 which is extended to E3/2 in
the S-duality invariant couplings. The terms in the bracket must be extended to SL(2, R)
invariant forms. The S-duality invariant form of the above couplings are
S ⊃ γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−GE3/2
[
− 4HThqr,mM,nkN−1M0Hmps,kFnpqrs,h + · · ·
]
(43)
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where dots refer to similar constructions for other terms of (42). For zero axion background,
one finds
HThqr,mM,nkN−1M0Hmps,k = 2Fn,k(Hhqr,mHmps,k − e2φ0Fhqr,mFmps,k)
+
√
2κφ,nk(Hhqr,mFmps,k + Fhqr,mHmps,k) (44)
So the S-duality invariant action (43) produces the couplings in (42) and the couplings
with structure F (1)F (5)F (3)F (3). The terms corresponding to the second line above have
structure F (5)F (3)Hφ. In the string frame these couplings should not survive. In fact, when
transforming the Riemann curvature from Einstein frame to the string frame, one finds the
second derivative of the dilaton. In transforming the Einstein frame couplings (35) to the
string frame, one would find the above F (5)F (3)Hφ couplings with minus sign.
The non-zero couplings (43) are also consistent with the fact that the supergravity at
order α′0 produces massless poles for the scattering of one R-R scalar, one R-R four-form
and two B-fields. So the corresponding S-matrix element in string theory is not zero. It
should produce the couplings (43) at order α′3.
9 Discussion
In this paper we have studied the invariance of the NS-NS corrections to the supergravity
found by Gross and Sloan [20] under S-duality and T-duality to find new couplings in the
supergravity at order α′3 which involve R-R fields. The new couplings satisfy these dualities
after using on-shell relations in the momentum space, i.e., ki·ki = 0 and ki·ǫi = 0 where ǫi
is the polarization of the fields. The Ricci and scalar curvatures as well as the divergence of
the form-field strengths produce terms which have ki·ki and ki·ǫi in the momentum space.
So using the on-shell relations means the corrections that we have found are off by the
couplings involving the Ricci and scalar curvatures as well as the divergence of the form-
field strengths. On the other hand, these couplings can be absorbed into the supergravity
at order α′0 by field redefinition [11]. Therefore, the couplings should be valid up to field
redefinitions.
We have seen that the couplings with structure F (1)F (1)RR in (22) which are coming
from the T-duality of the couplings with structure F (2)F (2)RR in (21), and the couplings
with structure φφRR in (25) which are coming from the ten-dimensional action (15), com-
bine together to form the S-duality invariant action (24). This indicates that there is no
other φφRR couplings than those in the ten-dimensional action (15). This invalidates the
interpretation in [22] which considers the Lagrangian L to be eight-dimensional and adds
some dilaton couplings to extend it to the ten-dimensional Lagrangian. The action (15) in
the string frame has no dilaton other than the overall factor e−2φ0 . We expect similar thing
happens for all other couplings.
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In the string frame, we have found all couplings involving the R-R field strengths, except
the couplings of four R-R five-form field strengths. These couplings which are invariant un-
der the S-duality are related by the T-duality to the couplings of four R-R four-form field
strengths which have been found in section 5. The T-duality of latter couplings gives cou-
plings with structure F (5)y F
(5)
y F
(5)
y F
(5)
y . There is no other constraint. In this case, however,
there is no unique way to complete the y-indices. One way to find the F (5)F (5)F (5)F (5) cou-
plings is to consider all possible contractions of the five-forms and to choose an unknown
coefficient for each of them. Then one can find some relations between the coefficients by
using the dimensional reduction on the couplings and comparing the result with the above
F (5)y F
(5)
y F
(5)
y F
(5)
y terms. Using the Bianchi identity, the on-shell relations and the constraint
that the S-matrix should have no term with zero or one Mandelstam variable [19, 61], one
may be able to fix all the coefficients, as we have done in section 5. It would be interesting
to perform this calculation.
We have found the R-R couplings by requiring the compatibility of the NS-NS couplings
(15) with S-duality and T-duality. These couplings can be compared with the direct on-
shell string theory calculations. One may confirm these couplings by direct sphere-level
S-matrix calculations in the RNS formalism. In type IIB theory, the couplings at sphere-
level and one-loop level are identical up to the overall dilaton factor. So one can compare
the couplings in type IIB theory with the one-loop calculations which have be done in
[59] for the couplings of two R-R field strengths and two Riemann curvatures. The R-R
couplings in both type IIA and IIB superstring theories, have been also found in [62] using
the pure-spinor formalism. The results are in terms of the trace of the Gamma-matrices so
one needs a symbolic program like [63] for manipulating the Gamma-matrices to find the
explicit form of the couplings. It would be interesting to compare the explicit couplings in
the present paper with the results in [59, 62].
We have extended the action (15) to be invariant under sequence of S-duality and T-
duality, up to on-shell relations. To implement the on-shell relations, one has to use the
conservation of momentum in the momentum space or has to use the integration by parts in
the spacetime. Therefore, the Lagrangian has three parts. One part contains the couplings
that involve the Riemann curvatures and the derivative of the form-field strengths that we
have found in this paper. Another part contains couplings which involve the Ricci and
scalar curvatures as well as the divergence of the form-field strengths. This part which may
also be invariant under S-duality and T-duality, can be absorbed into the supergravity at
order α′0. The last part contains total derivative terms. This part which has no effect in the
action, can not be invariant under the T-duality and the S-duality because the T-duality
transforms the curvature to derivative of H , the S-duality changes the derivative of H to
the derivative of the R-R three-form field strength, and another T-duality transforms this
to the other R-R field strengths. So the invariant terms must have only derivative of field
strengths. So the total derivative terms can not be invariant under the T- and S-dualities.
However, one may expect the Lagrangian itself to be invariant under these dualities. In this
case, one should find a Lagrangian which is invariant under the S-duality and T-duality
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without using the conservation of momentum.
It has been observed in [22] that the Lagrangian L in (15) is invariant under the linear T-
duality without using any the conservation of momentum. Our present calculation however
indicates that the Lagrangian L is not consistent with the S-duality and the T-duality
without using conservation of momentum and the on-shell relations. That may indicate
that the Lagrangian L in (15) contains another set of Riemann curvatures which is zero
on-shell. For example, the following set of couplings has non-vanishing contribution at four
gravitons level but is zero on-shell:
12RhkmnRhprsRkqrsRpqmn − 96RhmknRmpnqRhrpsRkrqs − 24RhmnpRkmnpRhrqsRkrqs
+24RhmknRmpnqRhrksRprqs + 48RhnkmRmpnqRhrpsRksqr + 3RhkmnRmnpqRpqrsRrshk
+
3
2
R2hkmnR
2
rspq (45)
At the four gravitons level, the above couplings are identical to the Ricci and scalar cur-
vatures. This is not true, however, at five and more gravitons levels. The consistency of
the Lagrangian with S-duality and T-duality may require adding the above couplings to
the Lagrangian L in (15). It would be interesting to perform this calculation to find a
Lagrangian density which would be invariant under sequence of S-duality and T-duality
without using integration by parts.
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Appendix: F (2)F (4)HR
In this appendix we are going to find F (2)F (4)RH couplings from the couplings (20). To
this end, we first use dimensional reduction on the couplings (20) to find the couplings with
structure F (3)y F
(3)RRy. Under the linear T-duality, they transforms to the couplings with
structure F (2)F (4)y RHy. Inspired by these couplings one can find the couplings F
(2)F (4)RH
in which the R-R four-forms are contracted with H . Using the Bianchi identity, one finds
that there are two couplings in which the R-R four-form is not contracted with H . Adding
these two terms with unknown coefficient, one finds the following couplings:
S = − γ
κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
[
− 8Fkn,hFmpqs,kHhpr,mRnqrs + 8Fmn,hFkpqs,hHmpr,kRnqrs
−2Fkn,hFnpqs,kHqrs,mRhrmp + 4Fkn,hFmpqs,kHpqr,mRhrns − a1Fps,qFhmps,nHkqr,nRkrhm
−a2Fpq,nFhmps,nHkqr,sRkrhm + 1
3
Fmp,hFnqrs,kHnqs,hRkrmp − 8Fnq,hFnprs,kHhqs,mRmrkp
−4Fnq,hFnprs,kHkps,mRmrhq − 4Fmn,hFkpqs,hHpqr,kRmrns − 4Fnq,hFmprs,kHpqs,mRnrhk
+4Fnq,hFhprs,kHpqs,mRnrkm + 4Fnq,hFmprs,kHkqs,mRnrhp − 8Fnq,hFmprs,kHhqs,mRnrkp
+Fmn,hFpqrs,kHkqs,mRprhn + 2Fmp,hFnqrs,kHmqs,kRprhn − 4Fmp,hFnqrs,kHmqs,hRprkn
+4Fmp,hFnqrs,hHmqs,kRprkn + 4Fmp,hFmnqs,kHqrs,hRprkn − 4Fmp,hFmnqs,hHqrs,kRprkn
−2Fnr,hFhnps,kHpqs,mRqrkm + 4Fnq,hFmprs,kHkps,mRqrhn − 2Fnq,hFmprs,kHhps,mRqrkn
+8Fmp,hFmnqs,kHprs,hRqrkn − 8Fmp,hFmnqs,hHprs,kRqrkn − 4Fkn,hFnpqs,kHhrs,mRqrmp
−4Fnq,hFmprs,kHhks,mRqrnp − 4Fnr,hFnprs,kHkpq,mRmshq − 4Fnr,hFnprs,kHhpq,mRmskq
+4Fnr,hFhnps,kHpqr,mRmskq + 4Fnr,hFhprs,kHkpq,mRmsnq + 8Fnr,hFhmps,kHpqr,mRnskq
+2Fmq,hFmnqr,kHprs,hRpskn − 4Fmq,hFmnqr,hHprs,kRpskn − 4Fmq,hFknqr,hHprs,kRpsmn
−4Fnr,hFhnps,kHpqr,mRqskm − 4Fkn,hFhnpr,kHqrs,mRqsmp − 4Fkn,hFhmpr,kHqrs,mRqsnp
−8Fnr,hFmnps,kHkpq,mRrshq − 8Fnr,hFmnps,kHhpq,mRrskq − 8Fnr,hFhmps,kHkpq,mRrsnq
]
Using the observation that S-matrix does not produce couplings with zero and one ki ·kj,
one can find the unknown constants to be a1 = 4 and a2 = −1.
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